
Negotiation of “Small Value Claims”:  The NNTC Perspective. 

 

A large proportion of Nlaka’pamux communities and reserves lie within narrow canyons that are 

also dissected by highways and railways and hydro rights of way.    There are no large towns 

here - but a number of small communities eking out a living on the small remaining habitable 

reserves.  The transportation corridor has alienated most of the flat or arable lands, settlers took 

most of the water and there is often not even enough space to build new houses: we were nearly 

wiped out.   So when we put in Specific Claims that focus on the alienation of the precious flat 

reserve lands, the destruction of access to the fishery, the eroded hillsides – the very factors that 

have so reduced our economy and lives - we don’t consider these “small value claims”. 

It is not the fact that they are not each $10 million dollar claims that is the grievance here – it is 

how these claims are dealt with – as of no consequence, as not worth negotiating carefully and 

fairly, not worth anyone’s time to come and see the impacts, not worth the time to follow up on 

questions asked or anxieties expressed, even when assurances are given that they will.   We had a 

prime example last week. 

When the Chief and Council of the Boothroyd Indian Band met with Canada’s Claims 

Negotiator recently on two complex claims involving railway and highways rights of way 

through seven reserves, it was clear that the junior negotiator was not informed on the facts of 

the claims or of how Canada’s Offers had been arrived at.   This was the second time the Chief 

and Council had had to come to Vancouver, stay overnight because of weather and road 

conditions, - only to have the negotiator read out loud the “non-negotiable” letters that each of 

the council had in their hands.  At the first meeting two years ago the ‘negotiator’ and Dept. of 

Justice lawyer that was called in, contradicted each other on the issue at hand.  There are issues 

which Canada dismissed on the basis it needs “further evidence”, not about the actual destruction 

but an appraisal of the financial impact to the Band of losses from destruction of irrigation 

sources, severance of farmsteads etc.   These were claims that were submitted before 2008, when 

such compensation issues were jointly negotiated on the ground.  But this is additional research 

that can be readily undertaken.  It would save Canada the cost of splitting the claims, re-writing 

and re-submitting seven claims – or the alternative considerable expense of a Tribunal Hearing.  

Canada promised to come back to the Band with a decision on this common-sense approach two 



years ago.  There has been no response and last week Canada’s negotiator justified this because 

these are “small value claims”, a low priority claim for Canada even while the issues and 

damages presented in the claims had almost wiped out this community’s economy.   In the 

process the offer of $50,000 to cover “negotiation” costs was arbitrarily reduced to $25,000.   

Not only is the process not appropriate to “small value claims”, it has become overtly downright 

disrespectful. 

The same comment applies to the Settlement Agreements.  Two years ago, Chief Janet Webster 

of Lytton First Nation gave a paper to a Specific Claims conference wherein she expressed her 

frustration at the final Settlement Agreement process.  This is just with the writing of the 

Settlement Agreement.   Getting a fair Settlement Agreement for a “very small value claim” had 

taken three years and cost Lytton one third of the settlement.  The problem was – Canada was 

trying to figure out a template agreement that would cover all small claim settlements and 

obviously the “release” clauses were absurdly broad.   Lytton and Boston Bar First Nations were 

the early guinea pigs – and paid dearly as their legal counsel had to keep sending back draft 

Settlement Agreements that did not fairly represent the issues, did not contain them to the issues 

raised in the claim in question but left the community open to relinquishing grievances that were 

not raised or had not even happened yet. 

Canada continues to cost Nlaka’pamux communities more than the $50,000 offered to cover 

“negotiation costs”.   The problem continues to be with the “release clauses”.  Canada continues 

to include “release” statements that go beyond the Claim grievances, and our legal counsel has to 

meticulously review each draft to find those potential unjustified releases.  The costs build and 

Canada offers no interest payments on the unnecessary delays in paying the agreed 

compensation.   

Canada appears to focus on making “small value claims” into “no value claims”. 

 

 


